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Steady state economic evaluations of four different 
distillation column configurations were made: two conven-
tional columns and a sidestream column with or without a 
prefractionator, The schemes were examined under different 
feeds of the same ternary system, i.e. benzene - toluene -
a-xylene, where the lightest component was in low concen-
trations and the other two in equal amounts. 
This system was chosen because of its industrial im-
portance and because it exhibits constant relative volatil-
ities (6. 7:2.4:l). It was found that a single sidestream 
column is the most economic one when the concentration of 
benzene in the feed is lower than 10 percent. The side-
stream column with prefractionator scheme is the best one 
for concentrations of benzene between 10-33 percent. 
A single sidestream column remains the most economic 
one, at low concentrations of the lightest component, even 
when the relative volatilities are as low as 3:2:l. 
~1-
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
1. 1 Energy Consumption in Distillation 
Distillation columns are in common use in the chem-
ical and petrochemical industries. These systems consume 
large amounts of energy for a given separation. With the 
low cost of energy of the last decade that was not a major 
problem. With the increasing energy cost nowadays, energy 
consumption is a major problem. It has become desirable to 
operate distillation columns in a more efficient way, 
Several authors have described different schemes for 
minimizing energy consumption in multicomponent distilla-
tion processes. King (1971) discusses the method where for 
a given separation of N components at high purities we need 
N-1 column. Petlyuk et. al. (1965) proposes different 
schemes for achieving a given separation of a multicompon-
ent system. They examined a ternary system A, B, C with 
very low relative volatilities, i.e., 1.2:l, l :l .O respec-
tively, and concluded that the prefractionator case is the 
most economical if the feed's composition of component Bis 
greater than .3, and the compositions of the other two are 
equal. 
Rathore et. al. (1974) proposed a method for the most 
: economical sequence of N-1 co~ventional distillation col-




separated at high purities. They considered energy int~-
gration and assumed that the columns are operating at 
optimum pressure. 
Nishimura et. al. (1971) discussed a method for an 
economically optimal pattern of separatfon of multicompon-
ent systems through a sequence of conventional columns. 
Stupin et. al. (1972) compared a thermally coupled system 
with the conventional schemes, proposed by King, for a 
multicomponent separation and showed that it is of lower 
cost, when the relative volatilities of the components were 
9: 3: 1. 
1 , 2 SC O p~f____J_b_i S lfo r k 
This work is concerned with an economic study of a 
given ternary system when a specified separation is desir-
able. We have examined (1) the conventional two-column 
schemes, (2) the single-column sidestream case, and (3) the 
prefractionator system, where its products are fed into a 
sidestream column. 
We have tested those schemes for different feeds, 
where we always kept the most volatile component in low 
concentrations (lower than 33 percent), and we had equal 
amounts of the other two components. 








for the best configuration for the similar cases. The 
assumptions made for this study are: 
(l) Ideal states, i.e., 100 percent efficiency. 
(2) All the columns operate under atmospheric 
pressure, and there is no pressure drop along the 
columns. 
(3) The vapor leaving a tray, which is in 




CHAPTER TWO: STEADY STATE DISTILLATION TECHNIQUES 
2. l Introduction 
A conventional distillation column is defined as one 
that has one feed and two product streams, the distillate 
and the bottoms, while a complex column has either more 
feeds or streams withdrawn or a combination of these. 
Generally a stage in a distillation column can be rep-
resented as shown in Figure l. If we have a conventional 
column, then LS= 0 and LV = 0 for all trays and F = 0 but 
for the feed plate. The equations descrJbing this complex 
ideal stage, and therefore with some simplications 
describing each one of the stages of a distillation column, 
are the following: 
Equilibrium: 
Y(N,J) = K(N,J) * X(N,J) (l) 
L Y(N,J) = l (2) 
J 
or l X(N,J) = l (3) 
J 
Material balance 
F{N) * Z(N,J) + L(N+l) * X(N+l,J) + V(N-1) 
* Y(N-L,J) = [V(N)+LV(N)] * Y(N,J) (4) 
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L(N+l) * HL(N+l) + V(N-1) * ~V(N-1) + F(N) 
* HF(J) = [V(N)+LV(N)] * HV(J) (5) 
+ [L(N) + LS(N)] * HL(J) + Q(N) 
\ 
Those four sets of equations are the necessary ones for 
describing completely an ideal equilibrium stage where we 
have a vapor stream entering a stage and a liquid st~eam 
leaving it. 
2.2 Vapor - Liquid Equilibrium 
If the liquid compositions of a stage are known, then 
the vapor compositions are calculated through a bubble 
point temperature calculation. 
We assumed that the vapor leaving a tray is an ideal 
gas, where the K values for each component are given by: 
K(J) = A(J) + B(J) * T + C(J) * T2 + D(J) * r3 
The procedure that we follow to evaluate the Y(N,J) when we 
know X(N,J) is: 
( 1 ) Guess a temperature ( T) . 
( 2) Evaluate K ( J). 
... 
( 3) Evaluate Y(N,J) through equation (l). 
( 4) Check if equation (4) is satisfied for the 
set of Y's we have just calculated, 
-7-
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( 5 ) A. Yes. Then we know the Y's and tempera-
ture of the tray. 
B. No. Change the guess of T and go back 
to Step 2. 
Vapor - liquid equilibrium is evaluated by subroutine 
EQUIL, where the new guesses of temperature are performed 
through Newton-Raphson iterations. 
2.3 Numerical Techniques 
~3_. _l _JLa__!l_9_:_H en k e Method 
This method was first presented in a paper by 
J. C. Wang and G. E. Henke (1966). 
According to this method we write the material bal-
ance equations for one component throughout the column, 
assuming that we only have one feed on tray NF, and a 
liquid sidestream from tray NS. Our column has NT trays 
plus a condenser and a reboiler. 
Then we have for component #1 for example: 
(-VB*KB(l)-BOT) * XB(l) + L(l) * X(l,l) = 0 
VB* KB(l) * XB(l) + (-L(l )-V(l )*K(l, 1)) 
* X(l,l) + L(2) * X(2,l) = 0 
reboil er 
tray 1 
V(N-1) * K(N-l,l)*X(N-l,l) + (-L(N) .. V(N)*l<(N,l)) 















V(NF-1 )*K(NF-1, l )*X{NF-1, l) +{-L(NF)-V{NF)*K(NF, l)) 
* X(NF,l) + L(NF+l) * X(NF+l,l) = .. FL* XF{l) feed 
tray 
V{NF)*K{NF, l )*X{NF, l) + {-L(NF+l )-V{NF+l )*K(NF+l, l)) 
* X(NF+l, l) + L(NF+2) * X(NF+2, l) = .. Fv * YF(l) tray 
above the feed tray 
V(NS-2)*K{NS-2,l)*X(NS-2,l) + (-L(NS-1)-V(NS-l) 
*K(NS-1,1)) * X{NS-1,l) + (L(NS)-LS)* X(NS,l) = 0 tray 
below sidestream tray 
V(NT-1 )*K(NT-1, l )*X(NT-1, 1) + (R*K(NT, l )-V{NT) 
*K(NT,l)=L(NT)) * X(NT,l) = 0 tray NT 
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where C is the first coefficient of the equation, A is the 
second one, and 8 the third one. Note that the reboiler 
equation does not have a C coefficient, while the top tray 
equation does not have a B term. Thomas' algorithm is used 
to solve this matrix (Lapidus, 1962). Two new variables W 
and Gare calculated as follows: 
w (l ) = A ( l ) g ( l ) = D(l)/W91) 
W(N) = A(N) C.( N) * B(N-1)/l~(N-l) 2<N<NT+l 
G ( N) = ( D ( N) 
- C(N) * G(N-1)/W(N) 
Then we have: 
X(NT,l) = G(NT+l) 
X(N-1, l) = G(N) - X(N+l) * B(N)/W(N) 2<N<NT 
XB(l) = G(l) - X(2) *B(l)/W(l) 
T~ we go through the same calculations again for each of 
the other components~ changing the coefficients in the 
matrix for each component. 
The steps to be followed for computing the steady 
state vapor and liquid profiles as well as the tray 
compositions are the following: 
(l) Set D, R, LS with NT, NF, NS and feed condition 
given. 
(2) Guess initial temperatures, vapor and liquid 
rates for all the trays. 
(3) For each component solve for the X's on all 
trays by forming the tridiagbnal matrix. 
-10-
(4) Adjust all the X's on each tray either by normal-
ization, or by the theta-method,to be described later,so 
that they sum up to one. 
(5) Calculate new Y's and temperatures by bubble 
point calculations. Then calculate enthalpies. 
(6) Calculate vapor and liquid rates from tray 
to tray enthalpy balances, starting at the top of 
column where Rand Dare known. 
(7) Find the sum of temperatures (TSUM) on all 
trays. (If it is the first iteration, skip the other 
steps and go back to step 4). 
(8) Compare the TSUM with the one from the pre-
vious iteration. If their difference is smaller 
than a specified tolerance ( .001°F), the system 
has converged and the values that have been calcula-
ted are the ones we are seeking. If the difference of 
the two values is greater that the tolerance then 
go back to step 3 and repeat. 
2.3.2 Theta Method 
This method was presented by C. D. Holland and 
M. S. Kuk (1975), and for a fixed reflux ratio we will 
~. describe it for two different distillation columns: 
(1) For a conventional column 
Since and we are working with a fixed distillate 






I I' ,, ,, 
! • 
the equations: 
F * XF(J) = DIST* XD(J) + BOT* XB(J) 
J r XD(J) =l 
( 6) 
( 7) 
Instead of using normalization and successive substitution, 
using the X's that we calculate through the Wang-Henke 
method, we define an improved set of X's by defining: 
( 8 ) 
where the old values come from the tridiagonal matrix. 
From equations (6) and (8) we get that 
N Eli/ X D ( J ) = ------------ F * X F ~ J ~--- -----
( ( l + r1 * (~~rT) * (~~(j))OLD) * DIST) (9) 
We choose o so that the new values of XD(J) satisfy 
equation (7). 
We solve this problem by using Newton-Raphson method 
for the function: 
NJ 
FNR = I NEW XD(J) - l 
J=l 
The derivative is: 
NJ NJ 
FN Rs L ;J l D F N R = - I -------,~.::_:_;;:..:_~~~-
J = l De J=l (1 + e * 
) 
The problem is solved by trial and error where the new 
guess of 8 is given by 
8 _ 8 FNR NEW - OLD - FNRSL 
Using the Newton-Raphson method for convergence, one has to 
start with o = 0, 
After getting the correct o and all the XD's from 
e q u a t i o n ( 4 ) , vie c a l c u l a t e t h e n e vi X 8 ' s f r o 111 e q u a t i o n ( 3 ) . 
The calculation of new X's on all trays is based on 
their old values that come from the tridiagonal matrix, and 
the new value of XO, and is given by 
X(N,J) 
(~__lN __ , 11) * NU/ XD(J) 
= __ X!LQJ __ OLD ____ - ___________ _ 
NJ X(N J) JI l ( roT3Tr) 0 L D * N Ev/ X D ( J) 
Table gives a comparison of the number of iterations 
needed for the same system to converge for different reflux 
ratios. 
Figure 2 shows how the final value of theta changes 
from iteration to iteration, while Figure 3 shows how 
rapidly XO converges to the correct value 
(2) For a sidestream column 
For the sidestream column equation (7) remains the 
same as before but equation (6) becomes 
F* XF(J) = DIST,* XD(J) +BOT* XB(J) + lS * XS{'J)(lO) 
-13 .. 
,,,, ,...;,•,/: c_ • .,_,.j 
Table 1 
Comparison of number of iterations needed for a system to 
conver~ by using successive substitution or e~method, 
Fi rs t System 
R/0 Successive Substitution 8- Method 
14.584 102 37 
14.084 76 32 
14.155 22 1 4 
14.155 1 9 1 0 
14.155 1 5 8 
Second System 
1. 94 46 22 
1. 84 34 1 9 
1. 89 36 1 9 
1. 8 7 33 1 7 
1. 85 30 1 7 
1. 86 29 1 7 
1 . 86 5 28 1 6 
1.8625 27 1 5 
1.86375 20 1 2 
1.863125 1 7 1 l 
l . 86 3 l 2 9 
l . 86 3 9 7 
1.863 2 7 
.. First System: NT=27, NF=lO, XFl=. 10, XF2=.45, XF3=.45 
BOT=91.95, DIST=B.05, F=lOO 
Second System: NT=l9, NF=lO, XFl=.03, XF2=.49, XF3=.49 
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:i,,. ;: ' 
If the flowrates are fixed, then using the values for X's 
that come from the tridiagonal matrix we define the im-
proved values of X's as follows: 
( l l ) 
XS(J) _ XS(J) (XDTJ))NEW - 82 * (XDTJ))OLD ( l 2 ) 
From equations (10), (11) and (12} we get 
NEW XD(J) = F * XF(J)/ 
(( l el*(BOT )*(XB(J)) *(LS ) (XS(J)) ) * DIST) + DIST xiSTJ) OLD+ 8 2 DIST+ XD[J) OLD 
From equation (12) we can get the new value for XS(J). 
Now we have to find two thetas, instead of one that we 
had before. We will calculate them using Newton-Raphson 
method but this time the initial guesses of both thetas 
should be equal to one for the method to converge. 
We define our Newton-Raphson functions as: 
NJ 
FNRl = I NEW XD(j) - l 
J=l 
NJ 
FNR2 = I NEW XS(J) - l 
J=l 
The partial derivatives of those functions with reJpect to 
el and e2 can be calculated explicitly and after this we 
find the Jacobian of them: 
aFNRl a FN R l 






!•:{ .1, .. ,-"/_•, \YO',._•<• .:-1,•.o ,•• 
Knowing the values of the Newton-Raphson functions for 
values of the two thetas, as well as Q, we calculate the 
changes of the thetas as: 
Del (FNR2 * aFNRl _ FNRl * aFNR2)/Q 
ae2 ae2 
De2 = (FNRl * aFNR2 _ FNR2 * aFNRl)/Q 
ael ael 
keeping always in mind that the new thetas should be always 
positive. If they turn out to be negative we simply halve 
their previous value. After getting the correct values of 
thetas, we know the new values of *D, XS and XB and we cal-
culate the rest X's from the equation: 
X(N,J) 
X(N,J) 
= (XD(J) )OLD* NEWXD{J) 
NJ I (X(N,J)) * NEWXD{J) 
J=l XD(J) OLD 
Table 2 shows how the final values of thetas change 
from iteration to iteration, while Figure 4 shows how XO 
-1 a .. 
!J' 
I {·I 
·; : ' t ]: 








converges to the correct value. The use of 8-method re-
quires less computer time for a system to converge, For 
example the program of a specific distillation scheme, with 
and without the use of 8-method, requires 17.7 and 21 .9 
system seconds to converge to the desired XO value. Mean-
while the system has converted for 45 different reflux 
ratios. Therefore, for a fixed reflux ratio the computer 
time required, without the compilation time, is approxi-
mately .4 seconds 
-19 .. 
Table 2 
Changes of 8 in a two-8 method 
Iteration 81 82 
i ' 
.485271 2.084351 



















l 2 1.017662 
.999929 
l 3 1.019167 
.999932 
l 4 1.018962 
.999928 
l 5 1.018602 
.999928 
l 6 1.018730 
.999929 
l 7 1.018804 
.999929 
Sys tern': Sidestream column with two feeds. 
NT=45 NF=39 XF(l)=.1658 XF(2)=.8272 XF(3)=.0070 ,, (, 
( NS=38 NF1=25 XFl(l)=.0024 XF1(2)=.3301 XFl (3)=.6675 
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CHAPTER THREE: ECONOMIC BASES 
3. 1 Introduction 
There have been several known schemes for a multi-
cqmponent distillation which have not been used signifi-
cantly earlier due to low energy costs. With the shortage 
of fuels and the increasing cost of energy these schemes 
have become more profitable. 
In this work we want to achieve a certain separation 
of a given ternary system at minimum cost. The examined 
system consists of low amounts of benzene, and higher but 
equal amounts of toluene and a-xylene. Seven different 
feeds have been examined for this special case where we 
··'-r· have components with fairly large relative volatilities. 
A few cases were also tested for a system with lower 
I relative volatilities. 
The desired separation is to produce three product 
streams: 
( 1 ) 95% benzene with 5% toluene 
( 2) 95% a-xylene with 5% toluene, and 
( 3 ) 90% toluene with 5% benzene and 5% a-xylene 
... 
The four different schemes tested are: 
A. Two conventional columns 
( l ) Two columns where the _top product of the first 
i s the feed of the second (hereafter called "Heavy 









0 u t F i rs t " c o n f i g u r a t i o n - H . 0 • F . ). F r om t h e f i r s t 
column we tak~ a-xylene as the bottoms products, 
while benzene is the overhead product of the second 
column, and toluene the bottoms product of the same 
column. This is shown in Figure 5. 
(2). Two columns where the bottom product of 
the first is the feed of the second (hereafter 
ca l l e d 11 L i g h t O u t F i rs t II c on f i g u r a t i on - L . 0 . F . ) . 
From the first column we take benzene as the over-
head product, while toluene is the overhead product 
from the second column, and a-xylene its bottom 
product. This is shown in Figure 6. 
B Sidestream cases 
------- ----·--
(1) A single sidestream column with a liquid 
draw-off (hereafter called the 11 S.S.C. 11 configura-
tion). In this case we have three product streams 
from the same column. We take benzene as the over-
head product, toluene as the sidestream product 
and a-xylene as the bottom product. A liquid side-
stream is removed at a location above the feed tray 
because there we have low concentrations of a-xylene 
(hl!avy key), and of b~n~ene (light key; mainly in 
vapor stream). This is .shown in Figure 7. 
(2) A prefractionator/sidestream column con-
I figuratio.n (hereafter called the "PSC" configuration). 
. . 
The first·column in this case makes a split between 













Figure 5 - H.O.F. configuration 
Component No 
Benzene ·. l 
Toluene 2 
0-xylene !3 
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the heaviest and the lightest components. The over-
head product's composition consists of .5 percent 
of heavy component and the rest is benzene (almost 
all the benzene goes out the top) and toluene. 
The bottoms product's composition consists of .5 per-
cent of benzene. The rest is toluene and a-xylene, 
(almost all the a-xylene goes out the bottom). The 
products of this column are fed into the sidestream 
column at locations above and below the sidestream 
draw off location. The products of the sidestream 
column are the same as in the SSC case. This scheme 
is shown in Figure 8 . 
. 
3.2 Economic Data 
The accuracy of the results obtained in any economic 
evaluation problem, depends on the cost estimation and the 
assumptions made. The cost for each one of the tested 
schemes includes: 
(1) The capital cost, which is a function of 
column's diameter and height, reboiler's and 
condenser's area, and instrumentation. 
(2) The operating cost which is a function of 
utilities. 
A. Capital Cost 
The cost of columns and the cost of reboilers and 
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Dryden and Furlow (1966). Those graphs are based on 
estimations made with a Marshall and Stevens Equipment 
Index (M&S) equal to 270, and they ~Jre scaled by a· 
factor 1.637 (present M&S = 442 obtained from Chemical 
Engineering economic indicators). 
Plots of column, reboiler, and condenser cost are 
given in Figures 9 and 10 respectively. 
The sum of costs for piping, insulation and instru-
mentation is estimated to be 60 percent of the cost for 
the installed equipment. 
Annual fixed charges are 15 percent of the total 
cost. 
B • _ ___Q_p e r a t i n _g_ C o s t 
The main difficulty v-1as in estimating the cost of 
utilities, not only because the cost of steam, for 
example, changes with its pressure, but because it 
also depends on whether there is steam of the desired 
pressure available within the plant, or one has to 
buy the steam from another plant. 
The data that we have used in estimating the~ 
utilities cost is: 
---
Cooling water at 90°F $.06/10,000 \ 1 b. 
200 psig pres~ure steam . $2.0/1,000 1 b. 
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Condenser: multiply tim~s 1.21) 
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3.3 Optimum Reflux Ratio 
For a conventional column, we used the Fenske~ 
Underwood ~_l!M:ions to calculate the minimum number of . 
trays reqJ~ed, and the minimum reflux ratio for a given I j separation. Then setting RR= K * RRmin' where Ka con-
! stant greater than one and lower than 2, and using the I 
I 
1 Gilliland correlation we found pairs of actual number of 
I ; 
. : 
' I : 
plates required for a given separation and its correspon-
ding reflux ratio . 
The cases examined were those with initial feeds con-
sisting of 10 percent benzene, 45 percent toluene and 
45 percent a-xylene. 
For conventional columns the optimum reflux ratio was 
found to be about l .075 times the minimum for all cases. 
Figure 11 shows the change of annual cost vs. the reflux 
ratio of the second column of the L.O.F. configuration: 
(The feed 1 s composition of this column is: 25.6 percent 
benzene, 48.5 percent toluene, 48.9 percent a-xylene.) 
Since all these results showed an optimum ratio of close to 
1.1, we decided to use RRopt 
ventional columns we used. 
= 1 . l * R Rm i n for a 11 the con -
For sid~stream columns we had to find RRopt strictly 
empirically by evalu~ng columns with different numbers of 
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different reflux ratios. Economic evaluations had to be 
made for each single case. 
3.4 Description of specific schemes tested 
Four different mathematical models were developed and 
used on the Lehigh University CDC 6400 digital computer, 
to make rigorous plate to plate calculations for the dif-
ferent schemes examined in this work. The programs take 
into account the effects of non-equal molar overflow and 
changes of relative volatilities with composition. 
The main assumptions made were that all the columns 
operate under atmospheric pressure, that there is no pres-
sure drop li,ong the columns, that the plates·' efficiency is 
100 percent, that all the feeds are saturated liquids, and 
that we have total condensers and partial reboilers. To 
evaluate the diameter of the columns we assume a vapor 
velocity of 2.5 fps at the top of the tower. 
We also assume that the overall heat transfer coef-
ficient is 80 Btu/(hr)(sqft)(°F) in the reboiler and 
100 Btu/(hr)(sqft)(°F) in the condenser. Finally, we allow 
a 50°F change in the cooling-water t~mperature, and we 







" RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
\ 
Detailed "'results for all the examined schemes and 
feeds are given in Tables 3-6. 
Also in Figure 12 the total annual cost for each one 
of the four schemes tested is plotted as a function of the 
concentration of benzene in the feed. 
The results show that for the given separation of the 
benzene-toluene-a-xylene system, which has fairly large 
relative volatilities: 
(l) Very low concentrations of the lightest component 
I I 
, 1 favor the single sidestream column. I 
·. ! 
(2) When the concentration of the lightest component 
is greater than 10 percent, then the PSC configuration 
is the most economic. 
This configuration seems to be the best one even for 
high concentrations of benzene (lightest component). Even 
when t~ benzene concentration in the feed is 33 percent 
the PSC configuration remains the best one. 
The SSC configuration for feeds containing more than 
10 percent of benzene is much more expensive. Its cost 
increases rapidly, due to a drastic increase of the heat 
i n put . To ma i' n ta i n the s p e c if i e d s i des t ream comp o s i ti on , w,e 
need higher vapoi rates. as the amount of benzene in the feed 
increases. The pinch concentration of benzene in the recti-
fy i n g..s e ct i on a b o v e t h e f e e d p l a t e mu ·s t be k e p t l ow o r to o 
-35-





Results for the H.0.F. configuration 
Feed's concentration 
of benzene 
# of column 
· Q *10- 6 D 
Ao 























Fixed charges on 37,623 
equipment $ 
















Annual cost of 






























1 3. 0 
6 71 . 4 






























Tabl~ 3 Continued ·---- __ ,. 
. 1 3 
. 1 4 
.20 
. 3 3 
1 2 l 2 1 2 l 2 13.0 4.4 1 1 . 0 4.5 11 .0 5.45 1 1 . 4 6. 6 · 668.4 299.3 592.0 305 61 5. 5 371 6 71 . 3 450.4 13.0 4.5 1 1 . 4 4.55 1 1 . 5 5.55 1 1 . 8 6.7 2,265 622 1 , 9 91 633.5 2,115.5 772.5 2,068.7 937.7 24 l 9 24 1 9 21 1 7 26 21 l 9 l 2 1 2 7 1 0 7 21 1 5 l . 7 4.2 1 . 4 3.8 1 . 3 2.9 1 . 1 4 l . 6 5 -
.~L03. 3 61 . 6 96.7 6 2. 1 97.2 68.8 98.3 75.5 I 346 292 346 292 346 292 346 292 
t..u 
--...i 
278 237 277 237 271 237 260.2 237 
I 
36,444 13,093 36,797 13,989 35,809 15,055 38,794 20,931 
311,970 94,620 274,161 110,327 276,588 117,505 284,808 142,607 
456,127 435,274 444,957 487,136 
'i· - . 
Table .'.! -----·-·-~" 
Results for the L.0.F. configuration 
Feed's concentration 
.05 
. l 0 
. l 2 of benzene 
# of column l 2 l 2 l 2 
-· 
Q * ,o-6 Btu/hr 2.9 l 1 . 4 5.0 1 1 . 0 5.3 l O. 0 
D 
Ao Sqft 198 556 333 535 363 516 Q * ,o-6 Btu/hr 2.9 12.0 5 . 1 1 l . 0 5.5 11 . 0 
B 
AR Sqft 544 2,039 939 l , 9 2 5 l , 0 1 5 l , 85 7 NT 20 22 1 9 22 20 23 r NF 6 1 1 7 1 1 8 1 2 1 RR 1 3. 8 1 . 8 7.2 1 . 8 6.0 l . 8 
w 
00. Diameter inches 50.4 99 66 9 6. l 68.3 94.5 
I 
TB OF 314 346 314 346 314 346 TD OF 237 292 237 292 237 292 Fixed charges on 11,144 34,815 17,211 35,475 19,280 33,073 equipment s 
Steam and cooling 62,668 280,811 107,906 265,101 116,502 255,871 
water $ 
Annual cost of 389,508 425,693 424,726 system s 
! 
·~-. --1-·. -- . 




5. 7 l O. 5 
l , 054 l , 7 5 9 
20 23 
8 1 2 
5.5 1 . 8 
f 
w 69.5 93.9 ~ 







Table 4 Continued 
. 1 4 
.20 
l 2 1 2 
5.7 10.0 8.6 9.75 
389 503 583.6 482.7 
5.9 10.0 8,85 9.9 
1 , 0 9 l l > 81 2 l , 6 3 4 l , 7 3 7 . 6 
20 23 l 7 20 
8 1 2 4 l 0 
t5.2 1 . 8 5 . 1 1 . 9 
0.7 93.3 91 . 7 86,8 
4 346 314 346 
237 292 237 292 
19,572 32,479 24,168 28,422 
125,227 249,641 187,161 239,356 
426,919 479,107 




7.8 8. l 
l , 444 l , 43 3 
21 21 
l 1 l 0 
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Results for the S.S.C. configuration 
Feed's concentration 
.05 . 1 0 . 1 2 
. 1 3 . 1 4 .20 . 33 of benzene 
Q *lo- 6 D Btu/hr 1 1 . 0 12.0 14.0 17,0 1 6. 5 30.5 51 . 0 
Ao Sqft 758 810 979 1 , l 3 4 l , 1 2 2 2,086 3,460 Q *10- 6 Btu/hr 1 1 . 0 12.0 15.0 17.0 17.0 31 . 0 51 . 0 B 
AR l , 9 9 5 2,139 2,583 2,983 2 , 9 6 1 5,425 8,992 
NT 46 40 42 37 43 30 46 
NF 24 20 22 22 20 20 24 
NS 39 27 27 26 24 22 25 RR 55.5 28.6 17.8 1 8. 7 16.8 20.7 19.25 
Diameter inches 99.5 1 03 1 1 3 . 1 1 21 . 8 1 2 1 . 2 163.2 212.7 1 +::o TB OF 346 346 346 346 346 346 346 
C) 
I 
TD OF 237 237 237 237 237 236 237 Fixed charges on 62,622 56,892 68,663 68,867 80,465 103,954 186,073 equipment $ 
Steam and cooling 274,753 294,570 355,739 410,905 407,827 747,317 1,239,132 water $ 




Results for the P.S.C. configuration 
Feed's concentration 
of benzene .05 . 1 0 
. 1 2 
# of column 
Qo*lo-6 
AD 













Fixed c;harges on 
equipme!nt $ 
Steam and cooling 
water S 































1 , l 7 1 
25 
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193,932 138,865 184,777 
393,785 369,043 381,436 
··1 
I 
----'~-- ·-~-~-~--:-_ ·':.- - ~-~- _:. - . 
~~'~ _·- _,._,_ -- -'- - - - . 
Table 5 Continued 
. l 3 
. l 4 
.20 
. 33 
l 2 l 2 l 2 l 2 
5.6 7.85 6. l 6 7.48 6.33 7.04 6.55 5.9 326.6 533.4 355.4 509 379.8 478.8 415.7 404.8 
~ 
5. 9 · 8.02 6.4 7.65 6.6 7.20 6.9 6. l . \._ 1 , 22 7 1,404.5 1,364.3 l , 3 3 9 1,405.65 1,261.3 1,467.4 1,066.7 20 34 20 33 20 34 21 38 8 32/10 8 30/15 9 32/10 l l 36/17 26 25 25 27 1 . 5 8.3 l. 48 7.07 l . 2 5 3.98 
.84 l . 38 f J 69 83.5 71 . 9 81 . 6 73.0 79. 11 74.7 72.7 ~ 
··3 2 2. l 323.4 346 3 2 3. l 346 322.9 346 
~ 346 
263.4 237 263.3 237 256.5 237 247.7 237 19,202 36,325 20,524 34,265 2 0, 3'9-4 31,356 23,832 31,319 
123,872 193,425 134,924 184,424 139,684 173,694 146,228 146,892 
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(1): i-: .O.F. 
(2): L.O.F. 
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much benzene will come out in the sidestream, Therefore 
the column internal vapor rate must be raised approximately 
in direct proportion to the benzene concentration in the 
feed. This is what makes heat input increase rapidly with 
the increase in the concentration of benzene in the feed. 
The H.O.F. and L.O.F. configurations are never the 
most economic ones for the examined cases. 
For very low feed concentration of the lightest compo-
nent, i.e., 5 percent of benzene, where the SSC configura-
tion is the most economic one, we wanted to see how the re-
sults change for a system with relative volatilities not so 
large. 
Therefore, we tested such a system having relative 
volatilities l :2:3. Results are given in Table 7. The SSC 
configuration is again the most economic one but now the 
second best system in the L.O.F. What we observe though, 
is that the cost of the SSC configuration increased by 
about$ 120,000 compared with the cost for the higher rel-
ative volatilities column, with the same feed's composition, 
while the cost of the conventional system increased by 
about $ 80,000. Therefore, we cannot generalize t~e re-
sults that for low concentrations of the lightest component 
the SSC configuration is the most economic one, ignoring 
the relative volatilities. It is definitely the most 
economic when the relative volatilities are fairly large. 
-44-
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Configuration L. 0. F. S.S. C. P. S. C. 
# of column 1 2 1 2 
Q *10- 6 Btu/hr 5.7 11. 5 1 5. 0 8.01 11 . 6 5 
AD Sqft 318.3 561 857 401 . 6 653.2 
QB*l0-6 Btu/hr 5.7 12.0 1 5. 5 8. 1 3 11. 8 
AR Sqft 1 , 0 7 2 2,041 2,716 1 , 9 0 5 2,059 
NT 37 22 46 21 48 
NF 11 11 24 7 39/25 
NS 29 29 
RR 29.2 1. 85 80.2 2. 12 60.9 ., 
Diameter inches 73 99.5 120.8 83.4 105.4 
TB o F 31 5 346 346 328.5 346 
TD OF 268 294 268 289.5 268 
Fixed charges 31,060 34,815 78,256 26,949 68,520 on equipment $ 
Steam and 
cooling water$120,903 281,094 374,261 172,074 283,749 
Annual cost 467,872 452,517 551,292 
of system $ 
\t. 
I I { i ' Ii, I , 
:j i I 
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Total number of trays 
Feed tray 
Sidestream tray 
Number of components 
Liquid flow from a tray (N) 
Vapor flow from a tray 
Liquid composition of a component (J) on a tray (N) 
Vapor composition of a component (J) above a 
tray (N) 
Bottom flowrate 
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Temperature on a tray (N) 
Sidestream's flowrate 
Sidestream's composition of a component (J) 
Liquid enthalpy on a tray (N) 
Vaport enthalpy above a tray (N) 
Reflux enthalpy 
Vapor's boilup enthalpy 
Bottom's product enthalpy 
Liquid feed flowrate enthalpy 
Vapor feed flowrate enthalpy 
Liquid feed flowrate 
Vapor feed flowrate 
Bubble point temperature for feed 
Dew point temperature for feed 
K-value of a component (J) on a tray (N) 
The number 1 after these symbols stands for the first 
Distillation column, i.e., Xl(N,J), while 2 stands for 
the second one, i.e., X2(N,J) 
The temperatures are in °F, the areas in sq-ft, the flow 
rates in lbmole/hr, the concentrations in mole fractions, 
the heat input in Btu/hr and the enthalpies in Btu/lb-
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APPENDIX B 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
The data was taken from the Technical Data Book -
Petroleum Refining (1970), and was curvefitted by LEAPS. 
K .. Values 
K(J) = A(J) + B(J) * T + C(J) * T2 + D(J) * T3 
















The above values are correct under the assumption of ideal 
vapor-liquid equilibrium. 
Vapor Enthalpy in Btu/lbmole 









HVtotal = I HV(J)*Y(J) 
J 
Liquid Enthalpy in Btu/lbmole 





HLCNST(l ,J) HLCNST(2,J) HLCNST(3,Jf 
4516. 1220622 
5590.7386765 




HLtotal = I HL(J)*X(J) 
J ,I 
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APPENDIX C 
DIGITAL PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND LISTING 
The program operates in the following way when given infor-
mation on number of plates, feed plates, sidestream plate 
location, products' and feed's flowrates, feed's composi-
tions, and products specifications. 
(1) Routine CLMN is called to establish the 
steady state profile, for a conventional 
column and a given RR. 
'~2) If the products' composition is not the desired 
one, RR changes and routine CLMN is called 
again. 
(3) When the products are the desired ones, routine 
CLMNl is called to establish the steady state 
profile for a sidestream column. 
(4) The procedure in step 2 is followed again and 
routine CLMNl is re-called. 
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c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••• , C , . , 
C STEADYSTATE MULTICOHPONF.tH EXAMPLE lJSitlG WAt~G-Hf.NKE C SYSTEM OF THO DISTILLATION COLUHNS,HHERE THE TOP ANO C 00TTOH PRODUCTS OF THE· FIRST A~E FEEDS OF THE SFCONO, ~ THE SECOND COLUMN HAS A LIQUID SIDESTREAH DRAH-OFF C S VS T E t1: 0 E N l E NE , T O L UE NE , 0 - X Y LE NE C THIS P~.OGRAM SIMULATES THE CASE WtlERE HE tiAVE FIXED C FLOWRATfS ANrJ SPEClFlED DISTILLATE C0t1P0SITI014 FOR THE C HEAVY COMPONrNf OF THE FI~ST COLUHN,AND OOTTOH COMPOSITION C FOR THE LIGHT COHPONENT OF THE SfCONO. C WE ACHIEVE THE WANTED STEADY-STATE UV VARYING THE REFLUX RATIO. C HE ASSUME TOTAL CONO[NSER ANO PARTIAL REBOILER,AND THAT THE C FEEDS ARF SATUPATEO LIQUIDS. . C AT THIS PROGRAM: 
C 1 STAtlOS FOR 13ENlEME C 2 STANDS FOR TOLUEtlE C 3 STANDS FOR a-XYLENE C 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0 I HE NS ION Y1 < 5 0 , 5) , X? t 5 0 , 5 I , Y 1 < 5 0, 51 , Y 2 ( 5 ~ , 5 I , K F < 51 , X B 1 ( 5) , 1X02(5) ,Hl1 (5) ,YG?(51,X01 (51,X02( 5) ,ro1 (5) ,Y02(51,L1 (501,l2(501, 2 'l 1 ( 5 0 ) , V c t 5 ll I , T 1. ( 5 0 I , T 2 ( 5 0 I , X F 1 ( 51 , Y F 1 ( 5 I , Z F 1( 5 I , X F 2 ( 5 ) , 'ff 2 ( SI , J 't ( 5 I , X I 5 I , lF 2 I 5 ) , KO t ( 5 I , KU?. ( 5 I , K D 1 l 5 I , KO 2 ( 5 ) , K 1 ( 5 0 , 5 ) , K 2 ( 5 0 , 5) , 4 X F .J ( 5 I , 7 F .S ( 5 I , X F 4 ( 5 ) , Y F 4 ( 5 ) , Y F J ( 5 ) 
COHHON NJ 
RE AL L1 , K F, Kl , K [l 1 , KO 1 , LS 2, L 2 , K 2, KB 2, KO 2, LS l 
$ ZF1(21=.1+75 











PR.I NT 50 0 
t F1=600. f RR1=2.1240 $ 
NF7=25 £ NFJ=Jg £ NS2=29 
P~LNT 501,fZFl(Jl,J=l,NJI 
S=1 
BUDBLE POINT CALCULATIONS 
TBL=TF1 CALL EOUILfZFL,Y,S,TOL> 
TtJP=Tllt 
T F 1::: T BP 










S=2 CALL EQUILIX,ZFL,S,TOll 
TOP=TB1 
.JDRINT 50J,CZFL<Jl,J=l,NJI PRINT 5041. IXl J), J=1,NJ), TOP 
IF<TFL .Gr. Tur>) GO TO 101 
FV1=0. 
00 l J=t,NJ 
YFl(J)=O. 
1 XF1(Jl=ZF1(J, 
GO TO 102 
101 IF<TF1 .. LT. TOPI GO TO 10J 
FL1=0. 
DO 2 J=l,NJ; 
?. ~~t~~:~~;1,{-t------. /'\. 
FVl=Ft•FLl . 'u 






FV1=.6•F1 PRINT 50~,CZfUJt,J::1,NJt,TFl . CALL IS0FLfXF1 YFL,ZF'1,F1,KlFVllTF11 PR I ti T 5 0 6 , ( X F' 1 l J t , J:: 1, N JI , Y F 1 J) , J = l , NJ I 












PRINT 550 M=O 
OR=.0005 FLAGM=-1 
FLAGP=·1 110 CALL CLMN(X81,YB1,KB1,X01,YD1,KU11 X1,Y1,K1,TB1,T01,T1,L1,Vl{RR1l 10 IS T 1 , BOT 1 , R 1 , X F 1 , Y F 1 , NT 1 , NF 1 , F 1 , ~ U 1 , Q O 1 , F IJ 1 , FL 1 , M, L O OP 1 , Z F , T F , 2V Bl J 





CHANGE THE REFLUX RATIO,USING THF. lNTf.RVAL HALVING HETHOD,TO ACHIEVE THE DESIRED OVERHEAD COMPOSITION. 
IF (XD1CJ )-, 005t 107 1 106, 108 IF (FLAGH .LT. 01 Gu TO 10g 
DR=OR/?. 
RR1=RR1-UR F'LAGP=1 
GO TO 110 
IF(FLAGP ,LT. 01 GO TO 111 DR=DR/2, 
P.Rl=RRt+QR 
FLAGH=l 


























PR!NT 560 150 CALL CLMN1(XB2,YB2,K02,X02,YP2,KO?,X2,Y2,K2,TB2,TD2,T2,L2,V2tRR2, 1DIST2,DOT2,R2,XF2,YF2,NT2,NF3,F2,J02,Q02,FV2,FL2,I,LOOP,ZF2, F2, 2WB2,XF3,YF3,FV3,FL3,TF3,LS2,NS2,FJ,NF2) PR I NT 5 11 , LOOP , RR 2 , ~ ? , C X B 2 ( J I , J = 1, NJ ) , DO T 2 , ( XO 2 ( J ) , J: 1 , N J I , 0 IS T 2 , 11X2(NS2,J) ,J=1,NJI ,LS2 
IF CA8SCXB2C2·t·.051 .LT •• OOOOQOOU GO TO 1JO 
CHANGE THf REFLUX RATIO,USING THE INTERVAL HALVING HETHOO,TO ACHIFVF THE DESIRED BOTTOM COMPOSITION. 
IF(XU2(2)-,051 117,lj0,118 
117 IF (FLAGM .LT. 0) GO TO 119 
DR=OR/2. 
11 CJ RR~= RR2-C R 
FLAGP=1 . GO TO 150 
; ... 
118 IF(FLAGP .LT. 01 GO TO 121 
OR=OR/2. 






GO TO 15-0 CONTINUE 
,RI~T FIN~L RESULTS FOR BOTH COLU~NS 
fDRINT 512 
- 51 .. 
f, 
n. ,, 
'IIRI NT 50 9 NN=O 




NS 1= 0. NF4=0. 
00 9 J=1,NJ 
XFl+(J)=O. 
9 YFl+(Jt=O. 
CALL SPRINT(~,L00~1,NTl,NF1,XF1,FV1,YF1,FL1,TB1,XB1,YB1,VB1, 1X1,T1,Y1,Vt,Ll,T01,XD1,YVl,R1,DIST1,BOT1,RR1,QB1,Q01,TF1,NN, 2LS1,NS1,XF4,YF4,NF4,FV4,FL4,TF4) YMAX=O. 00 358 N=l,NT1 V=Vl(N) 
J58 VHAX=A~AXllV~AX VI CALL CLHSP(ZF1,fs1,ro1,VMAX,QD1,0B1) PRINT 19 
NN= 1 
CALL SPRINT(I,LOOP,NT2,NFJ,XF2 FV2 1 YF2tFL2,TB2,XB2,YB2 VB2, 1 X 2 ' T 2 1 y 2 ' V 2 ' L 2 ' T D 2 '- X D 2 ' y O?. t R 2 ' 0 I s T z ' 80 2 ' RR 2 'Q B 2 ' a O 2 ' T F' 2 ' N N ' Ls 2 ' 2NS2,X~J,YFJ,NF2,FVj,fL3,TFJl VMAX=O. 
DO J5g N=l,NT?. IJ=V2(Ml 359 VMAX=AMAX1(VMAX,Vl CALL CLHSP(ZF1,TO?.,T02,V~AX,QD2,082) 500 FORHAT(///,JOX,•8U8BLE POINT CALCULATION•) 5 0 1 FORMAT (I , 1 X , • X ( 1 , = • , E 15. 5 , 5 X , • X ( 2) = • , E 15 • 5 , 5 X, • X C 3 l = •, E 1 5. 5, 5)() 5 0 2 FORMAT C / , 1)( , • Y ( 1 l = • , E 1 5. : , 5 X , • Y ( 2) = • , E 15 • 5 , 5 X, • Y ( 3 I = • , E 1 5. 5 , 5 X , t•TAP=BUOBLE POINT TE~PERATUPE=•,ft0.41 50J FOPHAT(///,JOX,•OFW POINT CALCULATION•,/1X,•Y(11=•,Et5.5,5X, 1' Y ( 2 l =•, E 15. 5, 5 X, • Y ( 11 = •, f 15, 51 5 0 4 FORMAT ( /, 1 X f • X ( 1 J :: • , F.1 5. 5 ,1 0 X, • X C 2 l = •, E 1 5. 5 , 10 X, • X ( 3 I=• , [ 15 • 5, 10 X, ' 1•TOP=OEH PO NT TEMPF~ATURF=•,El0,41 505 FORHAT(///,25X,'1SOTHERHAL FLASH CALCULATION•,1,1x,•z11,=•,E15.5, 15X,'Zf21 =•,Et5.5 ,5X,'Z(31=•,Et5.5,5X,'TF1:• E15.5J 506 FORMAT!/,1X,•X(1 l=•,f15.5,5X,'XC 2J=• ,E15.5,5X,•X(3)=•,Et5.5,/, 11 X, • Y ( 1 t = •, f 1 5. 5 , 5 X, •y ( 2 I = •, E 1 S. 5, 5 X , • Y ( 3 I = • , E 15 • 5 I 506 FORHAT(///,1X,'ITERATI0N NO=•,I4,10X,•RR=•,F6.J,10X,•R=•,Ft0.5, 111, 1 x , • x o , 1 , == • , E 1 5 • 5 , 1 ox , • x s < 2 • = • , E 1 s. s , 1 ax , • x B , 3 , = • , E 1 s • 5 , , 1 o x, 2 •BOT=• , F 7. 3, I, 1 X , •XO ( 11 :: •, f 15. 5, 10 X, • X D ( 2 J = • , E 15 • 5 , 1 0 X, • XO ( 3 J = •, 
~€ 1 5 • 5 , 10 X , • 0 I ST= • , F 7 • J I 511 FORMAT(///,tX,•ITE~ATION NO=•,I4,lOX,•RR=•,F6.3,10X,•R=•,Ft0.5, l / /, 1 X, •XO ( U =' , E 15. 5, 1 0 X , • X f3 ( 2 I = •, E 1 5. 5, 10 X , •x B ( 3 I = • , E 15. 5 { ' 10 X , 2•sor=•,F7.J1 1,1~,•xo11t=•,E15~5, 10~, •xo121=•,E1s.s,19x!•xo 3J=•, JE 15. 5 , 1 0 X, • u LS T - • , F 7. J / / 1 X , •XS 1( 1t - ' , E 15. 5 , 1 0 X, •XS 1 ( 2 > -· , E 15. 5 , 410X,•XS1(31=',E15.5,1~X,'LS1=•,F7.3/J 550 FORMAT(///,JOX,'INTERMFOIATE RESULTS FCR FIRST COLUHN•l 560 FO~HAT(///,JOX,'INTERHEDIATE RESULTS FO~ SECOND COLUMN') 512 FORHAT(///,60X,•FINAL RESULTS'l55X,'•••••••••••••••••••••••'J soq FORHAT(///,63X,•FIRST COL~HN') 19 FORMAT(//50X,• •••• •••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••'//SOX,• OISTILLAI !ION COLUMN HITH LIQUID SIDfSTREAH'/1 350X,•••••••••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••'> STOP 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE CLHN(XB 1 YB,KB 1 XO,YD,KD,X,Y,K,TOfTO,T.f.L,V,RR,OIST, . 18 0 T , R , X F , V F , N T , N F , ~ , Q O , Q u , F V , F L , l , L O OP , Z F , f , V B •. 
. ',. c ••••••••••••••.••..•••••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••. , C · ' V C SUB~OUTINF CLMN COMPUTF.S THE STEADY-STATE FOR A GIVEN RR, 1 C FO~ A CONVENTIONAL COLUMN,MHEN GIVEN INFORMATION ON FEED C AND DESIRED FLOWRATES. . ·. · C ' IT USES THE HANG-HENKE METHOD FOR COtNERSION WITH THE C OIFFFRENCE THAT INSTEAD OF USING SU~CESSIVE ~UBSTITUTION, C IT, USES THE SINGLE THr:TA METHOD TO COHPUTF. NEW X•S,BASEO ON C THE x•s THAT COHE F~OM THE TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX. C 
., 




COHHON NJ , 
~EAL K,KK,KB,KD,L,NEWXO 
INTEGERS 
EC1)=-3.265b2217J59216J5 S El2)=-t.9195J&199426164 E(!)=-.196787330257926 
'G(U=.0'+1586777121~03 $ G-(2)=.014404970304792 G(J)=.004240024558143 H(l)=-.000179660123307 t H(2)=-.000072247077043 H(J)=-.00002q042912739 UC1J=.000000340424g6g i U(2)=.UOD000158470271 UCJ>=.000000076307851 S=1 
R=RR•OIST 
I=I•1 LOOP=O 


















00 1 N=t ,NT 
XN=FLOAT (N) 
T on = T B- X N • D l 
- T OL O ( N) = T <tU 
'1(N)=VB 
IF<N .GT. NF> V(Nt=VB•FV 
L(N)=R 
IF<N .LE. NF) LlN>=R+FL CONTINUE CALL ENTH(XF,YF,TF,HLF,HVFI 
LOOP=LOOP+l 
00 :n J=1,NJ KO[J)=f(J)•G(Jl•TB+H(JJ•rs•TB+U(Jl•TB•TB•TB 00 30 N=i,NT 
DO 35 J=1,NJ 
K tN , J I = E ( JI • G ( J J • T ( N I • H ( JI • T ( N I • T ( N) •U ( J I • T ( NI • T <N) • T ( N) CONTINUE 
CALCULATE TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX FOR EACH COHPONENT 
DO 2 J=t,NJ A(1)=-BOT-VB•KA(JI 
B(U=U11 
OCU=O. 





00 3 N=2,NTH1 
A(N+1J=-L !NJ-V(Nl'KIN,JI 
B(N+U=l(N•U 
CC N + 11 = K ( N-1, J, • V ( N- U 
O(N+U=O. 
NFP1=NFt1 IF(N .Ea. NFP1J OCNF•2t=-FV•YF(JJ IF(N .Ea. NFJ U(NF+U=--FL'XF(Jt 
J CONTINUE 
A(NT+lJ=R'K(NT,Jl•V(NTl'K(NT,JJ-L(NTI C (NT+ U = K l NT• 1, J l • V C NT- U 
0 CNT:+U = O·. 




00 4 N=1,NT 
X<N,JJ=XXCN+U 
4 XOLO<N,JJ=XIN,J) 
Z CONTINUE ' 
DO ll+ J=1,NJ 
Y (NT, J t = K <NT, J J •XI NT, J) 







! ) ~ . 
,t ·; 




I, I' f 
f!.1 i · 




















USE THETA HETHOO FO~ CONVERSION 
TETA=H 
FOR A CONVENTIONAL COLUMN ANO HHEN USING NEHTON-RAPHSON HEfHOO,rHE INITIAL VALUE OF THETA IS ALHArS ZERO •. 
H=O. 
C OLDXBD(J>=XB(J)/XD<J) FROH TRIDIAGONAL C 
112 SUHNXO=O. 













NEWXO(J) =F•ZF( JI/< (1.HI' (BOT /DIST) •oLOXBO(J) )•DIST) 5 SUHNXO=SUHNXO*NEWXOCJI 








00 6 J=1,NJ 
F N~S L =F N RSL - (NEW XO ( J > • ( BOT ID IS T) •o L() X BO ( J > > / U. H4 • C BOT /0 IS T > • 10LOX8D(JJ1 
CALCULATE NEH THETA 
W=W-FNR/FNRSL GO TO 112 
CALCULATE NEW X 
DO 7 J=l,NJ 
XO(J)=NEWXO(J) 
XB( J)=W•OLDXBD(J)•XO(J) XB1=0. 
00 8 J=l,NJ 
XB1=XB1+X9 ( Jt 
DO q J=l,NJ 
XB(J)=XB(J)/XB1 
00 10 N=1,NT XSJH=O. 
00 11 J=t,NJ 
11 XSU"i=(XOLD<N,J)/XOOLOCJ> >•XD(J)+XSUH 00 12 J=1,NJ 
12 X ( N f J) = ( ( X OL L) ( N , J I / X 00 L D ( J > ) •XO ( J J J / XS UH 10 CON INUE 




0 0 15 N= 1,NT 
DO 16 J=l,NJ 
16 XX(J>=X(N,JJ 
CALL EQUIL(XX,YY,S,TCN>J 
00 17 J=l,NJ 
17 Y(N,Jl=YY(J) 
CALL ENTH(XX,YY,T(Nt,HLCNJ,HV(N)J TSUH=1SUH•AOS(T(N>-TOLD(NJJ TOLO(Nl=T(N) 
15 CONTINUE . 
·18 ~g, ~r =~,~t~1, 
CALL EQUILCXD,YD,S,TO) 
CALL ENTH(XO,YO,TO,HLR,HVR> TSUH=TSUM•ABS<TO-TOOLDI TDOLO=TO 
CALCULATE R~BOILER AND CONDENSER DUTIES 
QO=V<NTJ•HVCNT)-(R+OISfl'HLR 
QB=L(1J•HLC11•V8'HVB-B0T•HLB 







VCNT•1)=CVCNT)'HV<NT)-R•HLR-OIST•HL(NT))/(HVCNT•1)-HLCNT,a L(~T>=VCNT-11-DIST , NR=NT-NF-2 
DO 19 N=1,NR 
· NP=NT-N 
W ( NP-U = ( V CNP J' C HV CNP) -HL ( NP I) -L CNP+ U • l HL lNP• 11 • HU NP)) ) / i(HVCNP-1 >-HL(NPt t 
19 LCNP):L(Nf>ttl.t+V(NP-11-VOIPJ 
V I NF ) = CF V • t H L ( NF • l l - HV F) + L C NF+ 2) ' ( HL (NF+ U - H L C NF+ 2 I ) 1 • V ( NF+ 1) • C HV ( NF'• 1t - H L< NF+ 1l ) J / ( H V ( NF ) - HL ( NF+ 1) ) t(NF+1J=LCNFt2J tV(NF)it-FV-VCNF+-11 V ( NF - U = ( V (NF J ' C H V ( NF J -H LC NF J I tL (NF+ 1) • C HL (NF J -H L CNF+ U ) 1 •FL' ( H L( NF') - H L F) J / ( HV ( NF -1 t - HL (NF J J LCNF)=LCNFt1JtV(NF-1JtFL-V(NFJ NF'12=NF-2 
0 0 2 0 N= 1, NF H2 NP=NF-N 
~ ( N F'-1): ( V (NP) • ( HV (NP J -H L ( NP H -L ( NP+ U • ( HL ( NP• 11 -HL (NP) ) ) / 1{HV(NP-1J-Hl(NPJ J 20 l(NPJ:l(NP•lJtV(NP-11-V(NPJ 
VB= fVC1) • CHV (1 J-HL (1) J •L 121 • CHLC U-HL(2J) t / (HVB-HL (1) J L( 1) =L< 2 J tVB-V (1 t 
IF <TSUM .LE •• 011 GO TO 120 GO TO 130 120 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
ARITHMETIC STATEMENT FUNCTION ERRO~ 0 









SUBROUTINE CLMN1 COMPUTES THE STEADY-STATE FOR ACOLUMN HITH ASIDESTREAH O~AWOFF,WHEN GIVEN INFORMATION ON FEEO,DESIRED FLOHRATF.S AND REFLUX PATIO. IT USES THE HANG-HENKE HETHOO FO~ CONVERSION WITH THE OIFFFRfNCE THAT INSTEAO OF USING SUCCESSIVE SUBSTITUTION, IT USES THE THETA HFTHOD<TWO THETAS USEOJ,TO COMPUTE NEH x•S,BASEO ON THE x•s THAT COME FROH THE TRIDIAGONAL MATRIX. 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DI HE NS ION X < 5 0, S I , Y ( 5 0, 5 I , K ( 5 D , 5 ) , Xu ( 5 I , KEH 5 J, YB < 5 I , X D ( 5 ) , YO (; J, 
C 




E(lJ=-J.2656221735921635 EC3>=-.196787J30257926 G(l)=.041586777121303 $ G(2)=.014404970J04792 G(JJ=.004240024556143 HCLJ=-.000179660123307 $ H(21=-.00007224707704J H(!t=-.000029042912739 
~. U(l)=.000000140~2~969 J U(21=.000000158470271 U(Jl=.OOOOOOm76307851 S=1 R=~R•DIST I=I+l 
LOOP=O 
GUESS INITIAL TEMPERATURUS ANO FLOWS 
, TB=l50. 
(\_f 3~~ ~O~ Bl 
T'OOlO=TO 





l, i l' ' • '11 






. , I 




I+ 1 D 
l+JO 
I+ 2 0 
l+O 0 
130 
DO .1 N=1,NT XN=F,LOAT (NJ 
TCN>=TB•XN•OT TOLO(NJ=T<N> VCNJ=VB 
IF(N .GT. NF21 V(NJ=VA+FV2 
IF(N .GT. NF1J V (NJ=VfHFV1.,FV2 L(NJ=R 
IFCN .LE. NF2t L (NJ=R-LS+FL1+FL2 
IF (N .LT. NS .AND. N .GT. NF2) L(NJ=R-LS+FL1 IF(N .LE. NFl .ANO. N .GE. NSJL(N)=R+FL1 CONTINUE 








IF (N .Ea. NSI LS1CNl=LS IF ( N • EQ • ~ff 1J GO TO I+ 1 0 
IF(N .EO. NF2) GO TO 430 




HLF C NFU =HLF1 




HVF (NF2J =HVFZ 
HLFCNF2J=HLF2 
CONTINUE 
C oi.,r I NUE 
LOOP=LOOPt-1 
DO 31 J=1,MJ 
'31 KB( J) =E( J) •G (J) •TB+H(J) •TB•TB+U( J) •rs•TB•TB 00 30 N=1,~H 
00 J5 J=1,NJ 
35 K(NfJl=ECJJ+G(JJ•TCNJ+HCJJ•TCNJ•T(NJ+UCJJ•T(NJ•T(N)•T(N) 30 CON INUE 
CALCULATE TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX FOR EACH COMPONENT 









DO 3 N=2, NTM1 
ACN•1J=-LCNJ-V(NJ•KCN,JJ 
BCN+U=L (N+U 
C C N • 1 ) = K C N -1 , J J • V C N-1) OCN+U:;O. 
NFP 1 = NFt +1 . 
IF ( N • F,Q • NF P 1t O CNF h 2 J =-F V· 1 • YF 1C J J . 
IF(N .E_a. NF1J O(NF1•1J=-FL1•XF1(JJ NF2P1=HF2•1 • · 
/
IF(N .Ea. NF2P1J D(NF2•2J=-FV2•YF2(Jt IFCN .Ea. NF2) OCNF2•1J=-FL2•XF2(JJ NSMt=NS~! .. 
I F f N • E'Q • NS H U B ( N • U = L C N • U • LS 3 CONTINUE 
ACNT+1J=R•KCNT,JJ-VCNT>•K<NT,J•·LCNT> CCNT+1J=KCNT•1,J>'VCNT•1J · OCNT+ll=O. 
SOLVF FOR NEH . .<X 
CALL TRIDI<A,B,C,D,NT•1,XXJ XB(Jt=XXCU . 














00 '+ N=1,NT 
X<NiJ)=XX(N+1t 4 XOLU(N,J)=XfN,JJ 2 CONT I NUE 
. 00 14 J=1,NJ 
,y CNT,JJ=K(NT,JJ•X(NT,JI XO ( J) = Y ( NT , J) 
14 XOOLO(J)=XO(dt 
USE THETA METHOD FOR CONVERSION 
THETA !=W 1 
THETA2=W2 
,- .... .. . 
THE INITIAL VALUES OF THETAS SHOULD 8E ONECl),FOR THE METHOD TO CONVERGE WHEN USING NEHTON-RAPHSON HETHOO. 
FT=F1+F2 
H 1= 1. 
H 2= 1. 
OLOH1=H1 
OLD H2=W2 
C OLDXBO(J,=XB<Jt/XD(JI FROH TRIDIAGONAL C OLDXLO(Jl=X(NS,J)/XD(Jt FROH TRIDIAGONAL C OLOX8L(JJ=XB1Jt/X(NS,JI FROM TRIDIAGONAL C 
112 SUHNXD=O. SUHNXL=O. 
DO 5 J=1,NJ OLDXOO(J)=XB(JI/XO(J) OLOXLOCJl=X<NS,JI/XO(Jt 
0 L DX BL ( J I = X B (JI / X ( NS ,JI 
NE H X D (JI =FT' Z F ( J I / C ( 1. HI!' CB OT /0 IS TI •oL DX BOC JI t W 2 • (LS/DI ST) • 10LDXLO(J) I •orsn 
NEHXCNS,Jl=W2'0LOXLO(Jl'NEHXO(JI SUMNXL=SUH~IXLtNF WX (NS, JI 
5 SUHNXO=SUMNXDtNfHXO(JI FNRt=SUHNXD-t. 
FNR2=SUMNXL-t. 
IFCA8S(FMR1I .LT •• 00001 .ANO. ABS<FNR21 .LT •• OOOOUGO TO 110 C 





DO 150 . J=l,NJ 









FINO THE CHANGE IN THF.TAS 
OH1=(FNR2'0F1DH2-FNR1'DF20H21/Q OH2=<FNR1'0F2DH1-FNR2'DF10H11/Q 
CALCULATE NEW THETAS 
. H 1-= H 1 + OW 1 
HZ= H 2tDH 2 
. IF oa .LT. O.) Wl=OLOH1/2. 
IF 012 • LT. D. J W2=0LOH2/2. OLOH1=W1 OLO H2=H2 
GO TO 112 
CALCULAT£ NEH X 
110 00 7 J=l,NJ 
·xo( =MEWXO(J) 
7 X ) W 'OLOXBO(JJ•XOCJJ 
~~
11










-------.---· ·--- _________ _, .. ...__. -··· . 
. ... 





DO 295 J=1,NJ X2SUM=X2SUH•XOLO(N,J)/XOOLD(J)'X0CJ) DO 265 J:1,NJ XCN,JJ=XOLOCN,J)/XOOLDCJJ'XO(J)/XZSJH CONTINUE I 
' 
CALCULATE NEW TEHPERATURES,Y AND ENTHALPIES 
8:tt ~~~A1~~~v~~r3:~~~.Hva, TSUM=AES<TB-TBOLOJ TBOLD=TB 
DO 15 N=t,NT 
DO 16 J=1,NJ 
16 XX(Jl=X<N,J) CALL EQUIL(XX,YY,S,TfN)) DO 17 J=1,NJ 
17 Y(N,JJ=YY(JJ CALL ENlH(XX,YY,T(N) ,HL(NJ ,HVCN)) TSUM=TSUM+ABSCT<NJ-TOLDCNJJ TOLD(NJ=TCNI 15 CONTINUE 
DO 18 J=1,NJ 18 XO(J)=Y(NT,Jl CALL EOUIL(Xu,YD,S,TOJ CALL ENTH(XO,YO,TD,HL~,HVRI TSUH=TSUM+ABS(TO-TDOLDI TDOLD=ID 
CALCULATE RE90ILER ANO CONDENSER DUTIES QO=V(NlJ•HV(NTt-(R+DIST>•HLR 
QB=L(1J•HL(1J-VB•HVB-BOT•HLB 
CALCULATE NEH LIQUID AND VAPOR RATES 
V(NTJ=R+OIST 
'I C NT-11 = ( V (NT I• H V ( NT >-R• HL R-DI ST 'H L ( NT J J / ( HV HH- U -H L ( NT J ) LCNT)=V(NT-11-DIST SUH1=0. 
NM2=NT-2 DO 19 N=1,NH2 NP= NT-N 
SUH2=SUM 1 
SUM1=SUM1+F(NPl-LV1(NPI-LS1(NPJ V C N P-1) = ( ( V ( NP I + SUM 2-D IS Tt • H L ( NP+ U - ( V (NP I + L V 1( NP J J • H V (NP) 1- ( SU Ml +L S1 (NP) -0 IS Tl •H L (NP) +F V (NP- U •H VF ( N P-1) +FL CNP)• HL F ( NP I) 3/(HL(NPI-HV(NP-111 LtNP)=VlNP-1J•SUH1-0IST 19 CONTINUE VB=(V(il•(HV{1J-HL(1JJ•LC21•CHLC11-HL(2ll)/(HVB-HL(1J) L(1)=L(2)tVO-V(l) 
120 








SUBROUTINE EOUIL PERFORMS BUBBLE-POINT ANO DEW-POINT CAlCULATIONS THROUGH NEWTON-RAPHSON ITERATIONS. THE K-VALUfS OF THE COMPONENTS HAVE BEEN CURVFITTEO WITH A THIRD OEGREF POLYNOMIAL. A,B,C,O, COEFFICIENTS OF K 
····································································~· 
DIMENSION X(5J,Y(51,K(51 ,A(5J ,BC51 ,C(5),0(5) ,E(SJ . COMMON NJ 











·cc1t=-.00011g660123lo7 t cc2t=-.00001224101104J Cflt=•.000029042912739 
o,1,=.000000J40~24959 $ D<Zt=.0000001se41a211 O(JJ=.000000070307651 






DO 5 J=l, NJ 
ASUH=ASUH+A(J)•X(J) 
BSUM=8SU~+8(J)•X(J) CSUM=CSUM+C(J'l'X (JI 5 OSUM=OSUM+C(JJ•X(Jl 
20 SUM=ASUH+BSUH•T•CSUH•T•T+DSUH•T•T•T IF(ABS<SUM-1.) .LT •• 0000001) GO TO 10 FN~=SUH-1. 
FNRSL=8SUM•2'CSUM•Tt3•0SUH•T•T T=T-FNR/ FNRSL 
. GO TO 20 10 CONT I NUE 
DC 30 J=1,NJ 
K(J)=A(J) •B(J)•T•C(J)•T•T+O(J)•T•r•r 30 ~(J)=K(JJ•X(Jt 
RETURN 
·-· ·-~--.... ··~--· ··---····--· ·- .. 
C OEW-POINT CALCULATIONS C 
SUBROUTINE ENTHCX,Y,T,HL,HV) 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C 
C 
C SUBROUTINE ENTH COMPUTES THE ENTHALPIES FOR LIQUIO<HLI AND C VA PO R ( H V ) I N B TU I LB MOL E • C 
C 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DIMENSION HLCNST f3,5),HVCNSTfl,51,Xf5J ,Y(5) COHMON NJ 
., HLCNST(i,1)=~516.1220622 t HLCNSTf2,1t=30.4092456 HLCNSTf3,1J=.0240791 
HLCNST<i,2)=5590.7386765 $ HLCNST(2,2)=J4.5672659 HLCNSTC3,2J=.O?.A2023 
HLCNSTCl,3)=7023.4962868 $ HLCNST(2,31=~0.7413760 HLCNST(J,l>=.0292636 
HVCNST(1,1>=20037.0047500 $ HVCNST12,1)=18.880964J HVCNST(J,1)=.0155327 
HVCNSTCi,2)=22878.9617647 t HVCNST(2,2)=2J.7321680 HVCNSTCJ,2)=.0188310 





, ..... 1 
.. I 11i 
j I 1'1. 
'! I· 
















C SUBROUTINE TRIO! SOLVf:S THE TRIDIAGONAL HATRIX FOR EACH C COMPONENT BY USING THE THOMAS HETHOO 
C 
C 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DIMENSION A(51J,8(~1),C(51J,0(51),X(51J,H(51J,G(51) 
H ( 1 l =A< 1 J 
DO 5 J=2, N 5 HCJl=A(JJ-C(j,•B(J-1)/H(J-1) 
GCU=D(l)/H(U 
DO 10 J=2,N 
10 GtJl=lD(Jl-C(J,•G(J-l)J/W(J) 
X(Nl=G(N) 














SUBROUTINE ISOFL PERFORMS AN ISOTHERMAL FLASH CALCULATION, WHEN CALLED FROM HAIN. IT ESTABLISHES THE VAPOR AND LIQUID FLOWP.ATES,AS HELL AS THEIR COMPOTITION,OF A GIVEN FEEDfWHEN ITS TEMPERATURE IS BETWEEN ITS BUBBLE ANO DEW 
POIN TENPERATURES. 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 






9(1)=.041586777121301 ! 8(2)=.014404970304792 
8(!)=.004240024558143 
Cll>=-.000179660123307 $ Cl2>=-.000072247077043 C<J>=-.oone2go42g1z13g 






DO 1 J=t ,NJ 1 ~(Jl=A<Jl+BCJt•TF+CCJl•TF•TF+O(J1•TF•TF•TF 
104 00 8 J=1,NJ ~ . XF(J)=ZF(JJ/(K(J)•FV/F•1.-FV/F) 
6 YF(J)=K(J)'XF(Jt 
LOOP=LOOP+l 
IF (LOOP .GT. 100) STOP 
SUMX=O. 
DO 9 J=l ,NJ 
9 SUMX=SJMX+XF(JI 
IF(ABS(SUHX-1.1 ,LT. ,0000001) GO TO JO 
IF <Su~x-1., 21,J0,31 








if I I )' I, 
;> t1' 
'1,1' ii 





. : , 
31 IFCFLAGM •LT. 0) GO TO J2 OV=OV/2. 
32 FV=F V-OV FLAGP=l 
GO TO 104 JO CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO 
..... -· - .... . . ··~ - -··-.. . .... ~ . . .. 
SUB~OUTINE SPRINT(I,LOOP,NT,NF,XFtFV,YF,FL,TB,XB,YB,VB,X,T,Y, 1V,L,TO,XO,YD,R,0IST,BOT,RR,OB,QD,1F,NN,LS,NS,XF1,YF1,NF1,FV1, 2FL1,TFU 
c ....................................................................... .. C 
C 
C SUBROUTINE SPRINT IS CALLEO FROM HAIN TO PRINT THE C FINAL RESULTS. 
C 
C 
c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• DI HE NS ION X ( 5 0 , 5 > , Y ( 5 0 , 5) , XO ( 5 J , YB ( 5 ) , XO ( 5 J , YD C 5 J , L ( 5 0) , V ( 5 0 >. 1 T ( 5 0 ) ' X F ( 5 , ' y F ( 5 ) ' z F ( 5 ) '1X s ( 5 ) ' X F 1 ( 5 , ' y F 1 ( 5 I I 
~EAL K,KB,KD,L,LS COMMON NJ 
PRINT 510,I,lOOP PRINT 511,NT,NF",TF,(XFtJ>,J=1,NJJ,Fl,(YF(Jt,J=1,NJ>,FV 
·IF(NN .Ea. O> GO TO 1 1 PRINT 51A,NF1,TF1,(XF1(J),J=1,NJ),FL1,(Yf1(JJ,J=1,NJ),FV1 , 1 CONT I NU E ~: -· ~ ' , PRINT 512 
. N=O 
PRINT 513 ,M, TB, ( XB( J), J= 1, NJ), (YB( JI ,J=1,NJ) ,VB DO 3 N=1,NT 3 J>RINT 514,N,T(NJ, (X(N,J) ,J=l,NJJ ,L<NJ, (YCN,JJ,J=1,NJJ,V(NJ N=O JJRINT 515,N,TD,<XO(JJ,J=1,NJ>,R,CYO(JJ,J=1,NJ) IF( NN .EQ. Dt GO TO 2 \ PRINT 517,NS,(XlNS,Jt,J=t,NJ),LS ~-2 CONTINUE ,,., PRINT 516,CIST,BOT,qq,as,ao . 510 FORHATl/,1X,•RUN NO=•,I3,1DX,•CON~ERGED COLUMN ITERATIONS=•,IJ//) 511 FORMAT(/,1X,•NT=•,I3,10X,•NF=•,IJ,10X,•TF=•,Et0.4,// 11 X, • X F ( 1 I = • , E 15. 5 , 10 X, • X F ( 2) = • , E 15. 5 , 1 OX , • X F (3) = •, E 15. 5, 10 X, 2'FL=•,Et5.5,f/1X,•YF(11=•,E15.5,10X,•YF(2)=•,E15.5,10X,•YF(3J=•, 3E 1 5. 5 .1 1 D X , • F V = • , E 1 5 • 5 /l 512 FORHA1(//,1X,• N T X(1) X(2) 1 X(JJ L Y(l) YC2) YCJ> 2 V •) 511 FORHAT(/,1X,I2,E13.5,3E15.5,13X,3E15.5,E13.5) 4 c; 1 4 F OR H AT ( / , 1 X , I 2 , E 1 J • 5 , J E 1 5 • 5 , E 1 3. 5 , JE 15 • 5 , E 1 J • 5 ) 515 FORMAT(/,1X,I2,E13.5,3E15.5,E1J.5,3E15.5) I 517 FORMAT(///,5X,•LIQUI0 SIOESTRFAH ORAWOFF FROH TRAY NS=•,I3,l/5X, 1'SI0EST~EAMS CO~POSITION AND FLOW RATE : •t/1X,•X(NS,1J=•,E12.5, 2 5 X , • X (NS , 2 ) = • , E 1 2 • 5 , 5 X , • X ( NS , 3 I = • , E 1 2. 5, 5 X 1 • LS = • , E 12. 5 / / I) 516 FO~MAT(//,1X,'0IST=•,f15.5,1DX,•BOT=•,E15.~,10X,•RR=•,E14.5//,15X, 1•aa=•,E15.5,1X,•BTU/HR.•,1ux •ao=•,Et5.·5,1X,•BTU/HR•) 516 FO~MAT(/18X,•NF1=',I3,10X,•fFt=•,E10.4,//1X,•XF1C1J=•,E15.5,10X• 1•XF1 (2)=•,E15.5, 10X,•XF1 (31=',E15.5, 10X, •FL1=•,E15.S,//1X,•YF1(1)= 2',E15.5,10X,•YF1 (2)=',E15.5,10X,•YF1(lJ=•,Et5.5,10X,•FV1=',E15.5/) RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE CLMSP(XF,TB,TO,V,Q0,08) 
C • • • • • • .,. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • C C SUBROUTINE CLHSP, IS CALLFD FROM HAIN TO CALCULATE THE COLUHN•S C OIAHETER,THE CONOENSER•S AND REBOILER'S AREA,ANO THE COST OF C STEAfwl ANO COOLING WATER,GIVEN INFORMATION ABOUT THE HAXIHUH C WfLOCITV OF THF VAPOR AT THE TOP OF THE TOWER,THE OVERALL HEAf C TRANSFf~ COEFFICIENTS OF THE CONDENSER ANO THE RE90ILERfTHE C COST OF 'THE COOLING WATER ANO THE STEAM USEO,AND THE TO AL C HOURS THAT THE UNIT WORKS PER YEAR C , 







HH(1)=76. $ MH(2)=92. 
,,,----\ 
$ MM"3t=106. 
SPECIFY THE MAXIMUM VF.LOCITY OF VAPOR AT THE TOP OF THE TOHER CUVN) IN FT/SEC,AND THE OVERALL HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR THE CONOENSER(Ull ANO THE REB0ILER(U2) ,IN BTU/(HR•saFT•OEG. F) 
UVN=2.S i U1=10D~ $ U2=60. QB= A BS (QB J ~ \\ 
. . . ~ - .. ~· .... - ... - - ......... ' .. . ......... -··• ........ , CALCULATE COLUMN•S DIAMETER 
HHt=O. 
00 1 J=l,NJ 1 MH1=HH1+XF(Jl'MW(J) T=SQ!;.T (TB•TOl 
RV=14.7•MH1/t10.731'(T•460.)) 
'IV=V•HW1 QV=VV/(RV'3600.) A=QV/UVN 
0IAH=12.•SQRTl4.'A/3.141592654l 
CALCULATE COMOENSER•S ANO REBOILER•S AREA 
AO=QO/(Ut•(T0-90.t) 
T1=417.35 
IF(TB .LE. 345.) T1=381.8 AR=QB/(U2•<T1-TBJ> 
CALCULATE THE COST OF STEAM ANO COOLING WATER 
THE COOLING WATER COSTS : $. 06/lOOOOLB THE STEAM HAS THE FOLLOWING SPECIFICATIONS : 200 PSIA t Tt=381.8 DEG F,HL1=842.8 uiU/Lu-HOLE,COST=t2.011000LB JOO PSIA : T2=417.J DEG F,HL2=d08.9 BTU/La-HOLE,C0ST=$2.2/1000L8 THE UNIT WORKS 8500 HRS/YEAR 
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